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ATHENAEUM
SYNOPSIS



Project name

ath·e·nae·um also ath·e·ne·um 
commonly pronounced as

meaning

1. An institution, such as a literary club
or scientific academy, for the
promotion of learning.

2. A place, such as a library, where
printed materials are available for
reading.

3. A museum-institutional-residential
with part or equal weightage

Athenaeum
”architecture for architecture”



The main objective of the program

being the focus of the design as to

fulfil the base functional aspects of

the ATHENAEUM.

“Architecture for architecture”

Another prime factor involving

with the field of architecture is

to make the architecture in itself

to grow (literal), e.g. The fact

that the building would grow

with spaces and functionally

with due passage of time.

Also to provide the residential

involvement to the learning, and

those residential units would also

act as a portion of the museum

exhibition.

The mission statement would be to
make a center cum hub which
would mainly focus on the
community of ARCHITECTURE and
ARCHITECTS. That is the visual
learning institute would focus upon
the attainment of the architecture,
through architects and by the
architects.

Key to success

The key to success lies in the fact of
enrichment to what extent it follows
the concept and the derivations.

Mission statement

objective



The site is located in JAIPUR, Rajasthan, India

Geographical Coordinates : 26  57’03.52  N , 75  51’26.50 E 

Famous landmarks : Amber fort

Site contours: yes

Water body : yes

The site runs along the Arravali Range in Rajasthan, which is approximately 09 
acres of land.

Location



The following reasons for choosing the above
site,

•The city of Jaipur, also known as the Pink city is
one of the oldest architecturally beautified
city. That were mainly done by the rulers who
ruled there.

•The planning principles of city Jaipur holds
some importance to every structure and the
upcoming structure for the context insertion.

•Jaipur is architecturally and culturally rich with
scope of new insertion near the fort like AMER
FORT is challenging.

•Personal interest lied down, for Jaipur- its
existence – its words – its fare – its earth – its
gratitude – its background score.

•Jaipur geographically speaking, could be one
of the international concerns or the
intersection point through the eyes of
Architecture and Architecture establishment.

•To make the site known and marked as “the
world of Architecture” being known nationally
and internationally

Reasons to choose the site

The site context allows
the scope of having the
process of BIOMIMICRY
to bring in the scope of
insertion and the design
motivation.

Discussed on page no.

The site with proper
ecological behavior and
supporting Flora and
Fauna provides a
podium for Biomimicry,
and its principles to
mark a successful
architectural insertion
in the form of
Athenaeum.

Also the site is the nodal
junction for the
incoming tourist traffic
which is along with the
National Highway 11C,
connecting Delhi –
Jaipur, through
roadways.

Another bisecting road
which leads to famous
tourist spot : Amer Fort.



ATHENAEUM
CONTEXT STUDY - JAIPUR



Jaipur, Rajasthan, India

Intent:

To describe the context of Jaipur and the cultural history
of the city merely through pictures and short notes.

This has been brought to analysis with concerns of the
site its surrounding and the JAIPURI CONTEXT,

Showing the planning principles, the ideology and the
intention behind the context



W :

City with great HISTORICAL value
Important case of URBAN DESIGN and ARCHITECTURE
Significant DESTINATION for Tourist
A place of great LIVING CULTURE
A potential place for ECONOMIC development of the region
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The golden triangle corridor

Tourism 

•A small random survey of tour
operators
•Approximately 80% of the foreign
tourists and 30% of domestic tourists
undertake package tours.
•55-60 % of all foreign tourists and
15-20 % of domestic tourists take the
golden triangle tour in some form.
•The corridor hence is of
considerable importance.



Past at sepia mode

Past at grayscale



If we don’t care…



If we do care…





ATHENAEUM
SITE STUDY



existing services:

physical characteristics: the green covered site full of
local vegetation with sustaining flora and fauna also.

soil type: This type of soil is blackish, graish or dark
brown in color, having medium to heavy texture. The
soil is less porous but highly fertile with almost balanced
macro and micro-nutrients.

water table: depth of water table being 20mts to 40 mts

vegetation: primarily, NEEM, KEKAR TREES, DATE
PALMS, covering large chunk of site

slope analysis: as site surrounded by terrain from both
sides, there is slope, mentioned in CAD plan

seismic zone: Jaipur comes under zone-ii i.e., low
damage risk zone. Which implies that that these quakes
are frightening but do not endanger much life and
property. Hence the buildings need to be designed up to
6 magnitude of Quake. The last major earthquake that
hit nearest to the site was earthquake of 1906.

Site study

Aim :

site considerations:

Dimensions, area,
shape, orientation –
plan and north position

Contours and levels

Soil condition – bearing
capacity and its
implications

Existing services in and
around site

Existing trees, buildings,
other features,
condition and type of
trees

Existing landmarks and
views (from site and
towards site)

Zoning and Building Bye
laws – land use, F.A.R.,
G.F. coverage, Set back
lines, Building byelaws

Climatic data that
covers Sun Movement,
sunshine, Temperature,
Prevailing wind
direction and speed,
Rainfall, humidity,
Shades and shadows of
trees and existing
features, Local factors
affecting climate



Site study

inferences:

•The site is almost green
hence it can be used t o
the best advantage on
my own free will.

• A few date palms,
neem, babool and kikar
trees present on the
site, could to be
retained.

• Site has no restrictions
as it is a vacant chunk of
land , hence no
constraints will be
applicable except for
the building bye-laws.

• Landscaping is helpful
in doing so

• Also proper
landscaping is needed
for outdoor tourist
purposes.

• Site is surrounded only
from one side, thus
service road to be
provided on same

• Soil of the area is
fertile, so landscaping
would be easier.

• Soil bearing capacity is
good, hence Spread
foundation can be
provided. also pile
foundations could be
used.

factors affecting micro climate of site:

landform: Represents the topography of a site it may
be flat, undulating or sloping major Landforms affecting
site arc mountains, valleys and plains.

Temperature also varies with elevation.

water bodies: Evaporative cooling can help to
maintain comfort in buildings In hot and dry climate.
The maximum temperature In summer is lower near
water than on inland sites.

vegetation: Shrubs and trees cool the environment
when they absorb Radiation for photosynthesis they are
useful in shading a particular part of the structure and
ground for reducing the heat gain and reflected
radiation by releasing moisture.

street width and orientation: Streets must be
narrow so that they cause mutual shading of bun dings.

They need to be oriented in the N-S direction to block
solar radiations

Open spaces and built form: Open spaces such as
courtyards and atria are beneficial as they promote
ventilation. In addition, they can be provided with
ponds and fountains for evaporative cooling. Courtyards
act as heat sinks during the day and radiate the heat
back to the ambient at night. The size of the courtyards

should be such that the mid-morning and the hot
afternoon sun are avoided.

Orientation and plan form: the east-west orientation
should be preferred. This is due to the fact that South
and north facing walls are easier to shade than east and
west



Site study

The site dimensions
( in meters )

Showing nearby road
and surrounding 



Site study



Site observations
Jaipur has a semiarid
climate under the
Köppen climate
classification, receiving
over 650 millimetres (26
in) of rainfall annually
but most rains occur in
the monsoon months
between June and
September.

Solar radiation is very
strong, and may reach
7.7 Kwh/sq m x day on a
horizontal surface

During the monsoon
there are frequent,
heavy rains and
thunderstorms, but
flooding is not common.
The winter months of
November to February
are mild and pleasant,
with average
temperatures ranging
from 15–18 °C (59–64 °F)
and with little or no
humidity.

About Jaipur

As of 2011, Jaipur had a population of 3,073,350[1] The
Population of the Jaipur Metropolitan area is 3,646,590.
Jaipur is the 10th largest city of India according to
census of 2011. The Hindu population accounts for
74%, Muslim 20%, Jains 4.5%, Christians 0.5%, and
Sikhs 1.0%. While 47.49% people lived in rural areas,
52.51% lived in urban areas. The overall literacy rate for
the district was 76.44%. 87.27% males and 64.63%
females were literate. The sex ratio was 898 females per
1,000 males.

Desert architecture may be characterized as
"architecture of the extremes," being basically similar
to "regular" architecture but differentiated from it by its
obligation to address needs and problems of an
extreme character.

Temperatures remain relatively high throughout the
year, with the summer months of April to early July
having average daily temperatures of around 30 °C (86
°F).



Site observations

The qualitative analysis
marks the time frame to
which the Jaipur city
traffic respond along that
route. The variations has
been shown through
time line.

Traffic on roads may
consist of pedestrians,
ridden or herded
animals, vehicles,
streetcars and other
conveyances, either
singly or together, while
using the public way for
purposes of travel. As the
site is located on
NATIONAL HIGHWAY 11c,
the inlet and outlet of
traffic movement is
prominent throughout
the periphery but only
towards one side of the
side.

Traffic observation: Traffic in Jaipur is commercial
and general public oriented. As the national highway is
adjoining, the maximum inlet and outlet of traffic is
around 4PM which is gradually increased from 5AM to 4
and then it again reduces to lower limit by 12AM, which
is mainly the least. The morning traffic interface is low
mainly due to the fact that the site normally doesn’t fall
under core PINK city area i.e. JAIPUR ( old city ).
Whereas there is an increase in the traffic movement
post afternoon. Also the traffic gradually decreases and
it is minimum by 12AM, for the very same reason which
is the location from the main city.

This study now moves from the macro level of town
planning to the micro level of individual buildings, with
a focus on those that compose the palace. Aside from
the constraints presented by the site itself, the town
plan has been explained in the two related contexts of
the theoretical paradigm and historical precedents, the
latter being somewhat less prominent because of the
comparative paucity of historical opportunities for
planning and building whole cities on fresh site.



traffic analysis

Picture above, Traffic in Jaipur is commercial and
general public oriented. As the national highway is
adjoining, the maximum inlet, the graph mainly
showing the visualization and analysis of traffic with
there minimum and peak times. The timeline mainly
needed to focus the tourist insertion towards the
designed building as in to make out the maximum use
of it, in metaphor and literal terms.

NATIONAL HIGHWAY 11c,
the inlet and outlet of
traffic movement has
been shown in the
picture below, the site
connection to AMER
FORT (imp tourist dest.)
and new Jaipur.



Athenaeum study



Athenaeum study

The athenaeum proposed
has been made to
function under three
functional time frames
namely, institutional
(research)+ museum+
hostel accommodation.

The involvement in
athenaeum for every
individual has been
shown graphically and
marked in percentage of
involvement. For
instance, the project is
aiming at obtains 4 out of
6 individual men's and 3
out of 6 individual women
to actually participate in
the functionality of the
athenaeum



Athenaeum study

The athenaeum works on
various contribution level
of different participants.
Which mainly shows the
interest which will draw
there attention and the
participation level in the
working and functioning
of Athenaeum.

The measure of various
students, architecture
student, architects, non
architects (interior
designers), interns,
general public, work force
has been shown.



Site study



ATHENAEUM
CASE STUDY



arts and craft museum, Delhi



observation
The entrance gallery, the movement through light being directional in nature. 
Also the materials being used are local in nature and were imported from local 
places.



Movement analysis throughout the campus: light and axis 
division

Movement through interconnected 
courtyards

Division of spaces and functions 
through vertical axis



About Arts and Craft Museum: Ideology and inferences



Alliance Françoise ,Delhi



section analysis: structural detail, space segregation, light and 
ventilation



Movement analysis throughout the campus: 
ion

Movement analysis throughout the campus:
ion



The conceptual sketch is the basic ideology behind the section of the
institution, the truss (space frame) roof having solar panels which
supports the UPS andelectricity and the samestructuralcolumns and
the details which work out completely in a cohesive way for Alliance
Francoise.

The use of greenery
through landscaping has
effected the micro
climate of the
institution to most
extent. The solar panel
also helps in shading of
the spaces.



As seen through the time line, the institution started working as both
art gallery and the French learning institute. And thus with due
passageoftimethefunctionalityoftheprogramhasbeendissolvedto
some extent, and presently only and majorly functioning as French
institute andnotastheart gallery assuch.
The major critic being the structural drawbacks being the COLUMN in
betweentheartgallerycausinghindrance.

Also, the micro climate of the institutions has been brought up very
well and during summers, the light landscaping at every floor is
helpful. Structurally, supportive are the landscape features and the
solarpanelsontrussed roof.
The use of passive solar light is very common feature here and has
beenusedoverallforeverypublicplaces.

This inter-twining of
spaces and functions
has resulted in an
interesting and inspiring
environment that is also
conducive to academics
apart from cultural
exchange.

inference: structural, space segregation, light and ventilation



concept:

Correa's plan for the
Kendra invokes directly
the original navagraha
or nine house rnandala.

One of the squares is
pivoted to recall the
original city plan and
also to create the
entrance.

The plan of Jaipur city
based on the nine
square Yantra in which
one square is displaced
and two central squares
combined. the squares
is defined by 8m high
wall, symbolic of the
fortification wall along
the Jaipur old city

Introduction

Jawahar Kala Kendra is an arts and crafts center
located in the city of Jaipur. The center is important
not because of the nomenclature but its close
association with the city of Jaipur itself. The center was
built in the year 1986 and the construction completed
in 1991. The center was launched by the state
government to provide space to the cultural and
spiritual values of India and display the rich craft
heritage. The center is dedicated to the late prime
minister of India Jawaharlal Nehru.

This cultural center for the city of Jaipur, is dedicated to
the memory of India's great leader Jawaharlal Nehru.

Ideas for the building, sited in an open field near the
university in a new part of the city, formed in Correa's
mind; but it was not until 1986 that the concept for the
building was finalized.

Concept:

The centre is an analogue of the original city pIan of
Jaipur drawn up by the Maharaja, a scholar,
mathematician and astronomer, Jai Singh the Second,
in the mid-17th century.

His city plan, guided by the Shipla Shastras, was based
on the ancient Vedic madala of nine squares or houses
which represent the nine planets (including two
imaginary ones Ketu and Rahu).

Due to the presence of a hill one of the squares was
transposed to the east and two of the squares were
amalgamated to house the palace.

Jawahar Kala Kendra, Jaipur





plan

concept

Intentions that 
lead to
Design 

attributes







• The buildings in a contemporary metaphorical replication
of the basic plan of the city of Jaipur, based on the vastu
purshmandala.

• The architect in his attempt to create a brand image for
the historical city, has tried to get the essence of the
existing formbutsuperficially .

• The critical sustainable aspect of the traditional
architecture ofJaipurhasnotbeentackled well.

• The place has an amazing interplay of light , shadow and
colors,evokingemotions intheuserandinvite

• himtomovefurther.

• Thespacesflow asannarrative andchangesthe moodsof
the user, but the over all circulation lacks of continued
covered corridor, which makes the place unusable during
summersandrains.

• The open air theatre is only good to look at, it is enclosed
by the high walls which create acoustic and ventilation
problemsatthetime ofcrowd.

• The high walls with no fenestration in the façade makes
thebuildingenclosedanditdoesnotopenuptothecity.

• howeverwithin thebuildingthe activitiesare disintegrated
but combine to a heterogeneous mixture of various
cultural activities happening individually.

inference







v

v



Part 1: form

The Atheneum by
Richard Meier is an
excellent prototype for
the discussion of form.
Meier strategically uses
the building’s form to
address issues of type
and function/program
while handling the
social and cultural
context through
tectonics and
circulation. This
discourse will refer
directly to Paul
Rudolph’s Six
Determinants of
Architectural Form to
partially frame this
discussion as Meier has
explicitly managed each
point as he produces his
internal logic and
organization of form.

Introduction

The Atheneum functions as the community, cultural and
orientation center for New Harmony, Indiana. It was
built between 1974 and 1979. Before analyzing of the
formal attributes of the Atheneum, it is critical to briefly
discuss the context, or rather the town of New
Harmony where this building is situated. New Harmony
“was one of the most significant utopian communities
in America”( Meier, 191). The town was founded as
Harmony in 1814 as a Christian utopia by German
immigrant George Rapp, [who felt the second coming of
Christ, was imminent. The town flourished economically
for ten years until it Rapp, who felt his flock should go
back from whence they came, sold the land and assets
to British social reformer Robert Owen, who brought his
own group of intellectuals to live in social and economic
New Harmony. Although the utopian society dissolved
around 1829, Meier kept this original historic context as
his primary concern in this design. The role of
architecture in this society was, in the words of French
utopian socialist and philosopher Charles Fourier, was
“to find the architectural conditions most appropriate
to the needs of individual and social life, and must
construct according to these conditions the type of
habitation which would constitute the social beehive of
the rural commune”

Literature study | Athenaeum
The athenaeum – Richard Meier 









Environment

The Atheneum most
definitely “define(s) and
render(s) eloquent its
role in the whole city
scheme as it directly
accounts for the
adjacent town and river
in its design. The
building has “two
dispositions” (ibid, 199).
The first, a primary
orthogonal grid responds
to the street grid of the
town. The second uses
diagonal planes, which
react to the edge of the
town. A third form
responds to the passing
river. The Athenuem is
symbolizes the beginning
and functions as an
orientation centre and
“place of arrival” (Meier,
200). As visitors arrive by
boat, like the original
founders, this monument
greets them. A three
story diagonal plane
marks the entry
sequence.

Functional aspects

The program of the building is concerned with
orientation, community gathering and cultural events.
Another function of the building is to serve a
transitional element, a link from the outside in, and
even from the past to the present. Visitors are
introduced to the town with exhibits as they are moved
through the programmatic gallery spaces and shown a
specially produced film in the center’s 200-person
theatre. Open spaces and glass walls are elements used
to emphasize that this is a public building. Visitors are
guided through galleries include communal history
exhibits and models. Gallery II is on the second floor
and it is this room whose shape mirrors the river and
has a long rectangular window that features a view of
the river. Gallery IV is a private space for meetings and
events, not open to the public. The windows frame
specific views and this climaxed as the visitor reaches
the open roof deck that exposes wide-open vistas as
well as a view to the town.

Region, Climate & Natural lighting conditions

As the building is located near the banks of the Wasbah
river, it is consequently on a flood plain. This caused for
the planning to include a raising the building up on a
podium of earth for protection. As mentioned above,
the building is informed by such natural conditions as
the passing river and outward views of the landscape.

Materials

The 15000 square ft, steel framed building, like
many of Meier’s other projects, is clad in a
pristine white enameled grid. Meier says he
continually used white because it is a symbol of
“purity, clarity and perfection” (Meier, 8), which
becomes particularly appropriate in this context.



Psychological Demands
of space

This determinant is
addressed, I believe, by
the central circulation
pattern of the space. The
movement system is a
continuous experience.
Meier’s intentions were
to deliberately and
naturally guide the viewer
to the centre of the
building and then through
the space with the use of
an internal circulation
ramp which operates as
the “chief mediator and
armature” (Meier, 2006)
of the space. The ramp is
used to set the geometry
of the building in motion,
in addition to manipulate
the visitor’s sense of
spatial compression and
tension. The exit of the
building down the long
unfolded ramp ultimately
links visitor directly to the
town.



Spirit of the times

The historical context of the town and the spirit of the
times in which this building was actually conceived and
built provide an interesting parallel. Around the same time
The Atheneum was conceived and built, Architectural
discourse was taking different positions on form. Guilo
Carlo Aragan discusses the “formative process of
typology” and its position as a “precise analytical tool for
architectural and urban form, which also provides a
rational basis for design” (Argan, 242). He continues by
stating that typology “establishes continuity within
history” and that type “must be treated as a schema of
spatial articulation which has been formed in response to
a totality of practical and ideological demands” Meier has
employed pure geometric forms in the Modern language,
in the tradition of Le Corbusier to express the function
and program of the building. As a community centre, The
Atheneum acknowledges its context, responds to its
surroundings, “invites reciprocal involvement” from the
public and differentiates “architecturally between private
spaces, between individual activity and communal
activity”



ATHENAEUM
CASE STUDY
BIOMIMETIC ARCHITECTURE



Objective

The research is aimed at
understanding how a
specific animal built
structure works and how
the system from this
nature's marvel can be
relevant in architecture to
bring balance of aesthetics
and logics.

also, comparative analysis
of the termite mounds and
architecture. The case
Opens with an introduction
of the relationship of
architecture to nature. It
Doses biomimetic systems
from animal architecture,
specifically termite mounds
as one of the ways of
interpreting nature in
architecture. also explained
is relevance of going back to
the base and restart with
new set of principles;
principles

Almost all of these 9 laws of
nature can be interpreted in
terms of architecture and
hence as nature reaches
perfection

Introduction

Biomimicry is the study of nature, as a model, measure
and mentor, in order to solve human problems.
Through studying nature’s models it is possible to
emulate and appropriate them to solve various design
problems, creating buildings that are conducive to
nature.

African termites: for its intricate merging of different
scientific systems into a huge mound to live in.

Beaver: for creating huge dams across the rivers to
ensure food trapping and secure homes.

Bee: for its strong structural and organized

beehives.

Nautilus: for creating a highly effective and
mathematical shell (Fibonacci series)

Caddis fly (larvae): for making the home that is a second
skin

Prairie dog: for its extensive underground tunnel homes

Spider: for its spinning of the web and the structure
that is highly tensile and extreme in its strength.

Bower bird (male), Weaver bird: for its intricate weaving
of the nest out of hay and grass.

Great apes (chimps, gorillas and orangutans): for
representing the first homes humans started making in
its first step of evolution.

Case Study| Athenaeum
Biomimetic Architecture

Intent

To study the Biomimicry principles and 
adaptations



Objective

1. Using a minimum amount of materials

2. Maximizing structural strength

3. Maximizing the contained volume

4. Relating color and texture directly to 
nature and purpose

5. Selecting materials that most efficiently 
perform the tasks dictated by the above principles

6. Continuity of interior and exterior, devoid of any area 
of fragmentation all parts freely flowing from one to 

another without interruption

7. All features are a unified whole- function and form 
visibly and invisibly related to and dependent on one 

another.

Nature runs on sunlight

Nature uses only the energy 
it needs

Nature fits form to function

Nature recycles everything

Nature rewards cooperation

Nature banks on diversity

Nature demands local 
expertise '

Nature curbs excesses from 
within

Nature taps the power of 
limits.

Biomimicry works at 
numerous scales, from 
macro eco-systems to 
micro-organisms. 
everything is connected 
to one another because
they are all governed by 
the same laws of 
nature.
The film covers a 
“…journey to the outer 

reaches of our scientific 
knowledge, with 
cosmology at one
end… and particle 
physics at the other.”
Therefore, “…from 
millimeters  to meters 
we are mostly 
concerned with 
structures and 
mechanisms; and from 

meters to kilometers 
and beyond the concern 
is more with 
populations and
ecosystems” . This is 
indicative that any scale 
of system or process 
being imitated 
translates through into 
artificial compositions at 
various
scales.



Cathedral / conical termite mounds
The cathedral mounds (as well as conical,
which have the same system, but simpler)
have a very elaborate system of ventilation,
will be discussed here. According to the
topography around the mound, the system
will be altered. Most common system found
is the stack effect and pressure induced
system in combination as well as individually.
The height of the mound and the metabolism
of the termites, which is very high, induce
the systems to work in harmony.

principles of Ventilation

daulatabad Gardens, Yazd
The combination of ventilation Systems is
used in the Daulatabad Gardens. They are
being hot and dry, and lack of trees makes
the system more efficient. The badger (wind
catcher) is the tallest in the world, which is
33 mts high, so as to generate more pressure
difference between the two sides of the
surface.
Elements such as wind catchers, jaalis,
perforated dome, external, internal and
underground water bodies enhance the
system.



External / surface water bodies
The different types of ventilation systems are described in the previous chapter.
The cathedral mounds (as well as conical, which have the same system, but
simpler) have a very elaborate system of ventilation, will be discussed here.
According to the topography around the mound, the system will be altered. Most
common system found is the mounds are located in extremely dry regions, there is
no natural external water body available to cool the wind entering the mound. But
the surface layer of the mound being thick and solid, the moisture of the mound
(which is generally from the saliva of termites used as building material and
absorbed dew drops from the atmosphere at night) is .trapped inside the mound.
Hence, in this case, the wind is cooled alter it has entered the building through
pressure differences and heat convection.
stack effect and pressure induced system in combination as well as individually.
The height of the mound and the metabolism of the termites, which is very high,
induce the systems to work in harmony.

The front of the building is a long water
channel (170 mts approx.) running
perpendicular to the front facade of the
building. Also, the immediate front of the
building entrance has another small pond,
ensuring that the wind entering the building
is cool and humid. All the main openings,
which are on the three sides of the building
including the front, have a small water body
in front of them. All these pools are
connected underground system of qanats.
Thus in the building, the air is cooled before
it enters the building. ln addition to these,
there are water bodies in the interior of the
building as well, which are located In the
front court, the central courtyard and under
the badgeer which is the living place.
Further cools the wind and an overall 12-15
°C temperature difference occurs between
the external and internal temperatures.



Underground water bodies
Due to lack of external water bodies,
termites dig deep down the ground and
build tunnels that connect the mound
to the underground water table of the
area. Also, the fungus and mushrooms
need water. The termites use these
underground tunnels as a source of
moisture for cooling the air as well as the
irrigation system. Water is sucked
up in cases of extreme temperature /
pressure differences or moisture rises
naturally due to the stack effect of the
mound. Thus, the underground water
channel is an integral part of the
complete system.

The Daulatabad quarters is connected
to the underground qanats, which is a
network of underground water system
connecting the whole city. The qanat is
connected to the building by a well in
the backyard, which is in turn connected
to the underground storage tank. The
water to all the external and internal
water bodies for the quarters is supplied
from here. ln the monsoon season, this
works in a reverse manner, by collecting
and supplying water to the qanats. Thus
these also act as water harvesting
system.



Description of chimneys
The conical termite mound have a single
central shaft for air circulation, while the
cathedral mound has a number of
smaller shafts (not to be confused with
tunnels on the surface) but also a large
shaft on the lee ward side which is
internally connected to the smaller
chimneys as well. These form a complex
system for bringing in and throwing out
air according to the need of the
situation. The central chimney is the
main source of air suction as it is the
highest (7-8 mts) and largest.” This is
generally connected to the nest and the
queen’s quarters which are the most
important chambers of the nest.

The badgeer of the Daulatabad Garden
Quarters is located in the southern part
of the building. The primary wind
direction for the particular area of Yazd
being N, it enters the building from the
elongated water pool side, making the
badgeer a exit point for the internal air.
The height of the badger is 33 mts,
which captures the night wind
effectively when the whole system gets
reversed. The chimney opens into the
water pool internally to cool the air and
also the dust particles get settled in the
water due to the moisture present at
the base of the chimney, providing clean
air for the internal spaces.



During the day, there are two systems
working in harmony. Firstly, the wind
coming from the north is cooled by the
external water pools and enters the
building from the facades which are
perforated with jalis. This then flows
over the other two water bodies and
exits from the dome of the double
height courtyard. Secondly, due to the
height of the badgeer in the north, the
air from the height is sucked in and
after flowing above the water pool at
the base, it exits through the same
double height dome. The excess air is
thrown out of the other side of the
badgeer, which in turn helps in creating
more pressure differences between the
windward side and the lee-ward side. At night, again the system gets reversed

and the only entry for the wind will be
the chimneys, as the front facade is
closed off totally. The air enters from
the chimney and exits through the
dome, which is nearer to the ground
and hence is hotter.

Diurnal differences in system
During the day, the chimney acts as an
exhaust for the exhaust for the used
wind while the smaller chimneys act as
inlets. As the suction created is high,
and the heat from the nest and other
areas making the air lighter, the central
shaft is used for exhale as it is
unobstructed and vertical. lt has no
curves and bends. Due to this the
suction in the nest induces the smaller
chimneys to bring in air faster. But
during the nights,

The temperature differences between
the outside and inside change as the
land will be still hotter from the
radiation from the sun and the air at the
top is cooler because of lower contact
to the ground.

Also the speed is higher, which induces
a reverse circulation of air, i.e. the cool
wind is pushed in from the main
chimney and the smaller chimneys
become the exhales.



Other types of chimneys
Wind circulation being critical for the
termites, it has to be tackled with
intensive detailing. When temperatures
change, the channels and tunnels have
to be modified. With change of
locations, change in the form, and
functioning of the mound can be seen.
All forms of mounds described in the
previous chapters have different
systems altogether.
Similar to the termite mounds, the
badgeer of the buildings of Yazd change
with respect to its location

in the building and the kind of building.
It is sometimes seen as a statement of
status as well as the function of the
building. For e.g. residences have
badgeer which are square or
rectangular in plan with two to four
partitions generally. Havelis or bigger
houses have bigger rectangles in plan
with the number of partitions increasing
from 4- 8 or 12. Public buildings or
gardens have hexagonal, octagonal, or
circular badgers with number of
partitions equal to the sides Or double.

daulatabad garden 
Yazd, Iran



Introduction

The project started in 1882.
Originally Bocabello enlisted
the help of architect
Francisco de Paula del
Villars, who agreed to work
for no fee. However, soon
arguments arose over the
materials the construction
should be made from, del
Villars wanting to use
expensive materials and
Bocabello feeling honor
bound to spend the donors’
money with care.

When the church is finished
it will have some 18 towers,
each with a symbolic
meaning. Four Towers on
each of the three facades
represent the 12 apostles.
The towers reach a height of
90 to 120m (394ft).
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La sagrada familia cathedral | Barcelona

The towers of the La Sagrada Familia church are a well
known landmark on the Barcelona skyline, and the
church is undisputedly the most popular tourist
attraction in Barcelona, in spite of the fact that it has in
fact still not been finished.



La sagrada familia cathedral | i

La sagrada familia cathedral | Plan



La sagrada familia cathedral | View

La sagrada familia 
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For site considerations

area : 9 acres

orientation : E-W

Land use control:

A per the proposed functions and activities
described in the design approach strict
control on building uses and Land uses
must be observed.

No change in permissible Land uses will be
allowed unless approved by the
Government.

density of development:

The existing building density shall be
allowed to change marginally ln the
complex as per the FAR and ground
coverage rules.

The overall density will increase only as
per the proposed uses in the open areas.

The resident population in the complex
should not increase more than one person
per 30 sq.m. of covered area of residential
use, however, the floating population can
reach up to the carrying capacity of the
complex. Every effort should be made to
maintain the character of the place by
keeping the building and population
density minimum.

FAR and ground coverage:

The floor area ratio for all private
properties should not be changed

although FAR for Jaipur is 1.5 and ground
coverage for such project is 40%

Canopy

No canopy will be permitted beyond the
building line on any floor , wherever they
are provided within the building line they
shall only be along the fixed dimension
line.

Porch

No porch will be permitted on front set
back .No construction will be permitted
over porch

surface treatment

On all exposed elevations ( front, side and
back) wherever applicable, surface of the
buildings shall be finished in smooth
plaster i.e. am\n exposed brick, stone
concrete or any other type of exposed
treatment shall be permitted except in
case of framing of windows ,doors and
jharokhas or jalis

Color Treatment

No other color than the one specified shall
be permitted on any surface of the
building . The following are the colors
specified :

Level: 3600(color line) – White

1st floor and above – Jaipur Pink

Boundary Walls – Jaipur Pink .

Plinth

Plinth level will be- max – 1.50m,min- 0.45

The column grid towards proposed arcade
side and opposite side will be 3m x 3m or
in multiples thereof.



Intent | requirements

Architectural museum + architectural
institution + hostel + commercial cell

Architectural museum

Reception: 10 sq mts

Staff numbers – 10 – 15 sq mts each

Director room: 25 sq mts

Caretaker rooms: 25 sq mts

Architectural theatre

Galleries

Movie space ( knowledge theatre )

Record room: 20 sq mts

security room: 15 sq mts

maintenance room: 20 sq mts

pantry: 10 sq mts

public Workshops

Library - public

Temporary exhibition

Permanent exhibition

Architectural institute

Auditorium ( 750 capacity )

Lecture rooms ( 4-5 numbers ) : 60 sq mts
each

Discussion rooms ( 40-50 capacity) : 60 sq
mts each

Discussion rooms (15 capacity ) : 30 sq mts

Faculty rooms ( 10 numbers ) : 15 sq mts
each

Studios

Workshops

Library - public

Library - private

Commercial cell

Architects office: 5 numbers

Client cell : 15 sq mts

Presentation room: 30 sq mts

Workstation ( 6 people ) : 30 sq mts

Hostel accommodation

Staff ( faculty ) housing + staff ( office )
housing + intern student

50 – 60 rooms : 20 sq mts each

Dinning mess : 50 sq mts

kitchen: 15 sq mts

Toilets as per requirements and norms

Store rooms

Security rooms

Caretaker rooms

based on analysis and observations



Intent | Standards

auditorium

museum

lecture rooms

architect’ institution



Intent | Climate Analysis
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CONCEPT AND EVOLUTION
BIOMIMICRY : THE ELEMENTS OF CONCERN
1. CACTUS  -FOR FAÇADE MEMBRANE DEVELOPMENT
2. TERMITE MOUNDS  - FOR TEMPRATURE MODULATION
3. GOLDEN RATIO  - PLANNING PRINCIPLES

ELECTIVE : DIGITIZATION











Paper folding exercise for form analysis



Digitization through Biomimicry
:
It is a digital diary of research on the
relationship between architecture and
computational geometry. It includes
experiments with geometry, parametric
modeling, digital fabrication and related
issues. Also it is a laboratory of
pedagogical approaches specialized for
early years of design education.
Currently it is organized by the elements
of a knowledge basis (gnosis), synthetic
components that resembles a body of
knowledge themselves (synthesis), and
utilizations with a design output (praxis).



Microscopic image of cactus skin
The process of coding/ image processing through grasshopper

Product obtained after bitmap coding, coding is shown in upcoming pages






































